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Abstract

We extend previous studies on the effect of behavioral biases on investor hold/sell
decisions, and examine whether behavioral biases affect the order submission strat-
egies. We use a unique database provided by the Shanghai Stock Exchange, which
contains order submissions and executions as well as trading records of all in-
vestors. We find investors are less aggressive in submitting sell orders for stocks
that experienced losses, and more aggressive in submitting sell orders for stocks
that experienced gains. The sell order aggressiveness is negatively related to the
size of losses, but has a quadratic relationship with the size of gains. Results are con-
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1. Introduction

Major global equity markets (e.g., NYSE, NASDAQ, Paris Bourse, Hong Kong, Shanghai)

currently rely on limit order books to provide liquidity. Investors can provide liquidity by

submitting limit orders, or consume liquidity by submitting market orders. A key research

question in the limit order market is what determines the order aggressiveness of investors

in their submission strategies. In submitting a limit order, the trader indicates the prices at

which he or she is willing to buy or sell. The higher the limit order price to buy or the lower

the limit order price to sell, the more aggressive the investor in consuming liquidity. The

most aggressive strategy is for the trader to simply submit a market order and ensure it will

be immediately executed at the best quote available. Previous studies suggest that investors’

order aggressiveness is affected by the status of the limit order book at the time of submis-

sion, or the investors’ expectation of incoming order flows and the trader’s valuation of the

traded stock.1 This literature typically assumes that order submission decisions are based

on a rational expectations framework and on forward-looking information, such as future

price volatility and cash flows. However, there is extensive empirical evidence that investors

exhibit behavioral biases, where prior investment outcomes can affect their subsequent

trading decisions. One example is the disposition effect (Shefrin and Statman, 1985), in

which investors show a greater propensity to sell stocks trading at a gain rather than a loss.

Thus, whether investment outcomes also affect the order aggressiveness of their submission

strategies is an important question.

There is no consensus in the theoretical literature on what drives the observed relation-

ship between prior investment outcomes and subsequent risk-taking behavior. One com-

mon explanation for the disposition effect is the prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky,

1979) which postulates that the utility function is concave within the domain of wealth

gained, and convex within the domain of wealth lost, so that investors will tend to sell

stocks that experience a gain rather than a loss. However, some theoretical studies (e.g.,

Barberis and Xiong, 2009; Kaustia, 2010) show that the prospect theory does not necessar-

ily lead to the disposition effect. But while there is no agreement on theoretical reasoning,

there is widespread empirical evidence that prior investment outcomes affect the subsequent

risk-taking decisions of investors, although not necessarily in the form of the relationship

predicted by the prospect theory (see Odean, 1998; Grinblatt and Keloharju, 2001; Liu

et al., 2010; Ben-David and Hirshleifer, 2012).

This paper complements previous studies by examining how previous trading gain/loss

affects the order submission strategies. We are not aware of any studies on relating prior in-

vestment consequences to the order aggressiveness. The closest one is by Coval and

Shumway (2005) who examine the trading behavior of market makers in CBOT T-bond fu-

tures. They find that the CBOT market makers tend to increase their risk exposures after

morning losses compared with morning gains. This finding is consistent with the dispos-

ition effect. On the other hand, Liu et al. (2010) conduct a similar experiment using data

on market makers in Taiwan’s index options markets and find contrary evidence that in-

vestors tend to decrease their risk exposures after morning losses. Our study extends the

study in Coval and Shumway (2005) by directly linking investors’ order-type choices to

their previous trading outcomes. It differs from prior studies in at least two aspects. First,

1 For details, please see Biais, Hillion, and Spatt (1995), Parlour (1998), Foucault (1999), Griffiths et al.

(2000), Ranaldo (2004), Hollifield, Miller, and Sandas (2004), and Goettler, Parlour, and Rajan (2005).
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we investigate not only the actual trades, but all the orders being submitted to the market.

We are therefore able to investigate whether prior gain/loss affects the order aggressiveness.

Second, our analysis includes all investors rather than market makers only. Our results thus

shed light on the effects of behavioral biases on order submission strategies in limit order

markets, which has not been examined before, but yet important in the studies of market

microstructure.

To investigate the influence of prior investment outcomes on order submission strat-

egies, data on both executed and unexecuted order flows are required. However, most data-

bases of tick-by-tick transactions and brokerage trading records only include executed

orders. In this study, we use a unique database provided by the Shanghai Stock Exchange

(SSE), which holds real-time records of the order submissions of all investors trading secur-

ities that are listed on the exchange, along with their end-of-day stock holdings. This en-

ables us to track order submissions and executions for every investor trading stocks listed

on the Shanghai stock market. Similar to other markets, there is extensive evidence that

Chinese investors are subject to behavioral biases (e.g., Feng and Seasholes, 2004, 2005;

Shumway and Wu, 2006; Xiong and Yu, 2011). The Chinese equity market is therefore an

ideal place to examine the potential effect of behavioral biases on order submission

strategies.

We focus on sell order submissions and analyze the relationship between the investment

outcomes and order aggressiveness. We construct order aggressiveness measures by com-

paring the order price with the limit order book at the time of submission. Consistent with

the disposition effect, we find that investors are more aggressive in submitting sell orders

for stocks with gains than for those with losses. Further analysis of the effect of gains/losses

on order aggressiveness measures finds that the relationship between sell order aggressive-

ness and losses is significantly negative, but between sell order aggressiveness and gains is

quadratic—order aggressiveness first increases with gains, and then declines after a certain

level is reached.

The asymmetric relationship between prior investment outcomes and subsequent order

aggressiveness for winner and loser stocks is not entirely consistent with the disposition ef-

fect, as we find that investors become less aggressive in selling a winner stock after it has

reached a certain level of profit. However, the combination of the disposition effect and the

house money effect could explain our result that order aggressiveness first increases with

gains when the disposition effect is dominant, and then declines after the gains reach a cer-

tain level when the house money effect becomes dominant.

To corroborate our findings, we conduct additional tests, using only executed orders.

We examine how the size of gains/losses can affect the hazard ratios associated with the in-

vestor’s decision to sell/hold stocks. First, the hazard ratio is significantly above one for

winner stocks, and significantly below one for loser stocks, which is a clear evidence of the

disposition effect. Second, for loser stocks, similar to the effect of order aggressiveness, the

size of losses is negatively related to the hazard ratio, indicating that investors are more re-

luctant to sell stocks of bigger losses. Third, for winner stocks, again similar to the effect of

order aggressiveness, the hazard ratio first increases with gains and subsequently declines.

These results show that the combination of the disposition effect and the house money ef-

fect is evident in both the order aggressiveness and the sell/hold decision.

To show that our results are not caused by the short-sale restrictions in the Chinese

stock market, we obtained data from nearly 100,000 accounts opened in a national web-

based trading platform in China from July 2014 to July 2015. This sample covers a period
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when investors could short sell their stocks. We show that our main results of asymmetric

relationship between order aggressiveness and prior gains/losses remain unchanged in these

alternative data samples.

A number of previous studies have already shown that Chinese investors are subject to be-

havioral biases.2 The major contribution of our paper is, however, to show that the behavioral

biases also affect the order submission strategies, which has not been documented previously.

Even if investors have desire to sell the stocks, but if their propensity to sell is low and they are

not aggressive enough in the sell order submission, they will end up with the hold decision.

With our unique dataset, we are able to investigate the propensity to sell the stocks based on all

sell orders being submitted (including those that are not executed). The paper illustrates that the

risk attitudes of the investors embedded in limit orders to be time-varying.

The study is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview of order aggressive-

ness in the limit order market. Section 3 describes the dataset and presents the preliminary

statistics. Section 4 introduces the empirical methodology and variables used to explain the

order aggressiveness. Section 5 presents the empirical results, and Section 6 presents the ro-

bustness test results. Section 7 summarizes the main findings of the study.

2. Previous Studies on Order Aggressiveness and Behavioral Biases

2.1 Order Aggressiveness

A distinguishing feature of the limit order markets is that investors can provide liquidity by

submitting limit orders, or consume liquidity by submitting market orders. Limit orders

specify a price and the number of shares available for sale or purchase. The price is pre-

specified, so they cannot always be matched with orders on the other side upon arrival.

They are then stored in a limit order book while waiting to be executed. Market orders are

executed with certainty at the best available quoted prices on the market.

Biais, Hillion, and Spatt (1995) document the intra-day order flows on the Paris Bourse.

Instead of simply comparing limit orders with market orders, they classify orders in terms

of their “aggressiveness,” ranging from market orders that “walk the book” (most aggres-

sive) to limit orders placed behind the inside quotes (least aggressive). They find that in-

vestors with greater time preferences are more aggressive in their order submissions and

demand liquidity from investors with lower time preferences.

Research also shows that order aggressiveness has a significant effect on future order

flows and price dynamics in limit order markets. Biais, Hillion, and Spatt (1995) document

that investors’ order aggressiveness types (market vs. limit) tend to continue across time,

where limit (market) orders tend to follow other limit (market) orders in buying (selling).

This empirical stylized fact is confirmed by subsequent studies on other markets (see

Griffiths et al., 2000; Ranaldo, 2004). Parlour (1998) shows that this order aggressiveness

continuation affects the price formation in limit order markets.

2 These previous studies (e.g., Feng and Seasholes, 2004, 2005; Shumway and Wu, 2006; Xiong and

Yu, 2011) also rule out alternative explanations to behavioral biases. For example, one alternative

explanation is that investors might have private information that there are price reversals and

therefore will be more aggressive in selling the winner stocks after their stock prices have appreci-

ated. However, Shumway and Wu (2006) document that Chinese investors who show the dispos-

ition effect on average lose money, and therefore rule out the explanation that these investors

have information advantage.
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A number of studies set up dynamic models of trading and investigate the determinants of

investors’ choices between more aggressive market and less aggressive limit orders (e.g.,

Cohen et al., 1981; Parlour, 1998; Foucault, 1999; Foucault, Kadan, and Kandel, 2005;

Large, 2007; Roşu, 2009). Most of these studies find that the choice between limit orders and

market orders is based on a trade-off between the gain of a limit order (a price improvement

relative to standing quotes) and the cost of non-execution. Other studies suggest that limit

orders are exposed to the risk of being “picked off,” as traders submitting market orders may

be better informed on the payoff of a risky security than traders submitting limit orders

(Glosten, 1994). Foucault (1999) suggests that higher volatility in the market creates a greater

risk that limit orders can be picked off by informed traders. Therefore, investors tend to use

less aggressive limit orders for a higher compensation reward when the volatility is higher,

and vice versa. Handa and Schwartz (1996) also show that investors intend to submit less ag-

gressive limit orders in the presence of higher short-term fluctuations in transaction prices.

2.2 Behavioral Biases

Market microstructure models typically assume a rational expectations framework, under

which traders remain risk neutral and their beliefs are rational, based on available informa-

tion regarding future cash flows. However, behavioral finance shows that investors are sub-

ject to psychological biases, causing them to make decisions based on prior investment

performance. For example, the prospect theory proposed by Kahneman and Tversky

(1979) states that the utility function for gains is concave, and convex for losses. Shefrin

and Statman (1985) claim that the prospect theory can explain the disposition effect, in

which investors become more risk averse and tend to sell stocks for cash after the price ap-

preciates, but after the stock price declines they are less risk averse and tend to hold the

stock. The disposition effect for retail traders regarding financial markets (Odean, 1998;

Grinblatt and Keloharju, 2001) and the real estate market (Genesove and Mayer, 2001) is

well-documented. Coval and Shumway (2005) document the disposition effect in the trad-

ing behaviors of professional market makers as well.

Recent studies have also suggested that gains/losses might affect subsequent sell/hold

decisions in a different way than the disposition effect does (e.g., Barberis and Xiong,

2009; Kaustia, 2010) Tversky and Kahneman (1981) also point out that a decision frame

can cause the prospect theory not to function well in dynamic contexts. Kumar and Lim

(2008) provide evidence by showing that investors trading less consecutively exhibit

stronger disposition effect because they are likely to disaggregate each gain (trade in a

narrower frame). Similarly, Thaler and Johnson (1990) argue that individuals might seg-

regate gains instead of using a broad decision frame that combines all gains. They find

that individuals may show an increasing tolerance to risk as their previous wealth gained

exceeds some reference point, a tendency they call the house money effect. The house

money effect is contrary to the disposition effect in that it predicts that traders become

less risk averse after winning.

Overall, the previous literature on prospect theory suggests that behavioral biases will

influence the hold/sell decisions of investors. In this paper, we investigate the willingness of

investors to sell the stocks based on all orders being submitted, which affects their liquidity

provision decisions. If the prior investment gains/losses can influence the hold/sell decisions

of investors, as what have been documented in the disposition effect in previous studies,

they should also affect the aggressiveness of investors in submitting sell orders.
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3. Description of the Market and Dataset

3.1 The Open Limit Order System of the SSE

The main trading mechanism of the SSE is an order-driven continuous auction. The trading

time is from 9:30 to 15:00, with a lunch break from 11:30 to 13:00. Every trading day starts

with an opening call auction, and orders to be filled are submitted between 9:15 and 9:25.

The opening price is chosen, so the transaction volume at the market opening is maximized

for all existing submitted orders. Unexecuted orders are automatically stored in an electronic

consolidated open limit order book (COLOB) for continuous trading, which begins at 9:30.

During the continuous trading session, each incoming order is automatically matched

against the best standing limit order in the COLOB, in accordance with the price-time prior-

ity principle. If the order cannot be matched, then it is added to the COLOB. Like most other

order-driven markets around the world, the SSE does not have designated market makers.

During the continuous trading session, investors can submit both market orders and limit

orders. Market orders are executed at the best market quotes available, whereas limit orders

are submitted with specific prices required for execution. Investors also need to specify at the

time of their submissions whether they want to withdraw their unmatched orders or store

them in the COLOB until the order size is larger than the depth at the intended transaction

price. Investors are allowed to cancel or revise their orders at any time prior to execution.

3.2 Data and Preliminary Statistics

The data used are from three files contained in a database at the SSE. The first is an order

submission (ORDER) file that contains records of order submissions and cancellations for

all investors, and tracks the status of each order submitted to the SSE, indicating whether

and when the order is executed, modified, or withdrawn. The second is an equity holding

(HOLD) file consisting of end-of-day stock holdings for each investor in SSE stocks. The

third is an electronic COLOB file that contains time-series snapshots of the five best quoted

bid and ask prices and volumes, and the most recent transaction prices and trading volumes

for each SSE stock, recorded on average every 3–6 s. The COLOB file is available for all

participants in the stock market during the trading period. The database of the SSE research

center is very comprehensive, and the data contain virtually no errors.

To construct the sample, we first merge the ORDER file with the COLOB file by match-

ing each order submitted with the most recent order book snapshot (to the nearest second).

The order book snapshot acts as a proxy for the limit order book information at the time of

order submission. We then merge this data with the HOLD file to recover the holding bal-

ance and the gains/losses for each stock immediately before each submission. By merging

the three files, we produce the trading records of every investor, keep track of the gains/

losses for each stock, and monitor all of the orders being submitted. In mainland China, an

investor can open only one trading account per citizen ID before 2015, and may not have

other equity holdings other than that trading account. Similarly, each institutional investor

can open one trading account only, using their unique legal person ID. Therefore, our data-

set tracks the status of each investor’s entire portfolio of Shanghai stocks over the sample

period. We combine the trading records for each stock with its daily highest, lowest, and

closing prices (provided by the SSE) on every day it is held in at least one investor account.

We apply a few filters to our data sample. First, the Chinese Securities Regulatory

Commission imposes a 10% limit on daily price increases or decreases for any stock traded

in China. Investors may decide to buy or sell stocks when prices approach their daily limits,
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as they may be concerned about losing the opportunity to trade stocks at target prices. We

therefore remove order submissions from our sample if the particular stocks hit one of their

price limits on that trading day. Second, we remove the orders submitted during the first

15 min of each trading day, as this is when the call auction process takes place, rather than

a continuous trading session. Third, if the time between the COLOB snapshot and the order

submission record is more than 30 s, we drop the order, as the limit order book information

is updated at 10–30 s intervals for Chinese individual investors, who constitute the majority

of investors in our sample. Therefore, the COLOB information from more than 30 s before

the order submission cannot proxy for the order book status at the time of submission.

Our database includes the accounts for all investors who trade SSE securities. However,

using all of the data is beyond the SSE’s computational capability. We therefore extract a ran-

dom sample of 500,000 retail investors, together with all institutional investors, and analyze

only the data for the year of 2008. We examine only A-share stocks traded by domestic in-

vestors and exclude investors who obtained stocks from non-trade stock transfers, bequests,

or IPO allocations, as we cannot determine the purchase prices for these stocks. To examine

how representative our sample is relative to the whole market, we calculate both the trading

volume in shares and in yuan for each stock traded for our sample accounts in 2008, and per-

form cross-stock correlation tests between our trading volume figures per stock and those re-

ported for each stock in the aggregate market in the same year. The correlation is very high,

with 96% for the trading volume in shares and 97% for the trading volume in yuan, respect-

ively. The sample is therefore representative of the whole market. The final sample contains

the detailed order submission and trading history for 521,611 accounts in the Shanghai stock

market, made up of 500,000 retail investor accounts and 21,611 institutional investor ac-

counts, which invest in 855 Shanghai stocks during the 250 trading days of 2008.

4. Order Aggressiveness and Measures of Gains/Losses

In this section, we discuss the methodology for constructing our order aggressiveness meas-

ures. We then introduce the explanatory variables, including those related to behavioral

biases that can potentially explain the order aggressiveness measures.

4.1 Order Aggressiveness Measures

In the SSE, investors can submit both market orders and limit orders. However, limit orders

are used much more extensively, and constitute over 99.5% of the orders submitted.3

Investors avoid market orders because of the uncertainty of execution prices. Trading in the

SSE is therefore carried out by submitting marketable limit orders. Orders specifying a price

that matches the lowest ask price (or higher) or the highest bid (or lower) are the most ag-

gressive, and receive immediate execution. We refer them as “market orders” in this study.

We compute the order aggressiveness measures by comparing each order price with the

status of the limit order book at the time of submission. Two order aggressiveness measures

are first computed.

(i) Aggressive_1: Our first-order aggressiveness measure is calculated as the difference

between the market best bid quote and the sell order price submitted:

Aggressive 1 ¼ Bid1–Order Price;

3 The statistics can be found on the SSE website: http://www.sse.com.cn/assortment/stock/home/.
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where Bid1 is the best bid quote at the time of order submission and Order_Price is the price

that the investor submits on the sell order. Aggressive_1 is similar to the measure used by Harris

and Hasbrouck (1996). The best bid quote represents the potential price at which the investor

can immediately sell some of the shares. If the investor submits a sell order price higher than the

best bid, he or she risks not being able to execute the order immediately, or at all. An investor

who intends to assume less risk and to sell the stocks quickly will submit a more aggressive

order with an Order_Price close to or even lower than Bid1. The higher Aggressive_1, the more

eager the investor is to sell and the more aggressive the order submission. If investors submit a

market order, we take the Bid1 equal to or higher than the Order_Price as the order will be exe-

cuted at the best bid price. Thus, a positive value for Aggressive_1�0 indicates a market order,4

and a negative value for Aggressive_1<0 means a limit order.

We note that the aggressiveness measure is calculated with respect to the best bid quote.

In the unreported analysis, we also construct the aggressiveness measure with respect to the

mid-quote, and find that all of our empirical results remain qualitatively the same.

We should also note that Bid1 may not be the only potential selling price for an investor

who intends to sell immediately. Bid1 equals a unique selling price only if the order size is

smaller than or equal to the depth at Bid1, so the full order can be executed at the best bid

quote. We will later consider the analysis when the sell order size is greater than the depth

at the best bid quote.

(ii) Aggressive_2: The second sell order aggressiveness measure is based on Biais,

Hillion, and Spatt (1995), whose definition of aggressiveness is based on the status of the

current order book. They categorize order aggressiveness by determining whether the order

price is below or at the best quote on the other side of the market, and if the order price is

within the best ask–bid quote, or is higher than the current best quote on the same side of

the market. The most aggressive sell (buy) orders are those that seek immediate executions

by offering prices that hit or go lower (higher) than the best bid (ask) quote on the opposite

side of the market. The least aggressive sell (buy) orders are those offering prices higher

(lower) than, or those that are furthest away from, the best ask (bid) quote. A similar cat-

egorization is adopted in Griffiths et al. (2000) and Ranaldo (2004).

We develop the second-order aggressiveness measure for the sell orders submitted

(Aggressive_2). This is constructed by comparing the sell order price with each of the mul-

tiple quoted ask and bid prices in the limit order book at the time of the submission. The

calculation involved is as follows:

Aggressive 2 ¼ 1 if Ask5� Sell Order Price

¼ 2 if Ask4� Sell Order Price<Ask5

¼ 3 if Ask3� Sell Order Price<Ask4

¼ 4 if Ask2� Sell Order Price<Ask3

¼ 5 if Ask1� Sell Order Price<Ask2

¼ 6 if MIDQUOTE� Sell Order Price<Ask1

¼ 7 if Sell Order Price<MIDQUOTE;

where Ask1, Ask2, Ask3, Ask4, and Ask5 are the five best-quoted ask prices in the order

book, and MIDQUOTE is the average of the best ask and bid quotes at the time of the

4 In this study, it is most likely a marketable limit order.
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order’s submission. We also assume the Aggressive_2¼ 7 for the market order. Similar to

Aggressive_1, the higher Aggressive_2, the more eager the investor is to sell and the more

aggressively she places the sell order.

Shanghai investors can submit market orders, which are to be executed at the best market

quotes, but very few submit them to trade. The few market sell orders in our sample do not

specify prices, so we calculate their order prices. Sell orders of this type must be executed at

the best bid quotes immediately, so we assume that their order prices are Bid1 (or the share-

weighted average of five bid quotes if the order size exceeds the depth at the best bid quote).

4.2 Measures of Potential Gains/Potential Losses

We follow previous studies on the disposition effect (e.g., Odean, 1998; Feng and

Seasholes, 2005; Dhar and Zhu, 2006) in constructing gains/losses measures. Each time a

sell order is submitted, we compare the potential selling price (Bid1) for the stock being

sold with the reference purchase price (Reference) to determine whether that stock is sold

for a potential gain (PG) or a potential loss (PL). We calculate the dollar value of the PGs

and the PLs in yuan as follows:

PG ¼Max½0;Bid1–Reference�;

PL ¼Max½0;Reference–Bid1�:

When the outstanding best bid quote (Bid1) is higher than the reference price, so the sale is

a PG, PG is assigned the absolute value of the price difference and PL is assigned the value

of zero. Conversely, when the current best bid price is lower than the reference price, so the

sale is a PL, PG is assigned the value of zero and PL is assigned the absolute value of the

price difference.

We define the reference price as the price at which the investor purchases the stock. If

the stock is purchased at various prices, we calculate the reference price as the share-

weighted average of previous purchase prices. In the robust tests, we consider the calcula-

tion of PG and PL based on the alternative reference prices.

4.3 Control Variables from Alternative Explanations

Previous studies show that order aggressiveness is affected by other variables, so we con-

struct variables to control for alternative explanations.

(i) Relative bid–ask spread: Foucault (1999) shows that a larger bid–ask spread can

imply greater uncertainty in the market, because the size of spread in an order-driven mar-

ket reflects disagreement over a stock’s valuation among various market participants

(Handa, Schwartz, and Tiwari, 2003). We compute the relative bid/ask spread (SPREAD)

as the difference between the market best ask and bid quotes, normalized by the average of

the market best ask and bid quotes at the time of submission. We expect investors to submit

less aggressive sell orders when the spread is larger because of the greater uncertainty in the

market and the higher probability of obtaining better executed prices.

(ii) Depth at the best ask/bid quote: Parlour (1998) describes the interaction between

order submission strategies and the market depth, showing that the lengthening of the

queue at one level decreases the execution probability for further limit orders at the same

level. We calculate the market depths on both ask (ADEPTH) and bid (BDEPTH) sides

based on the number of shares supplied at the best ask and the best bid quotes (in terms of

1 million yuan) at the time of order submission. We expect sell order aggressiveness to be
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negatively related to the market depth at the best bid, and positively related to the market

depth at the best ask quote.

(iii) Short-term volatility: Foucault (1999) and Handa and Schwartz (1996) show that

higher volatility in the market implies that investors who place limit orders face a greater

“picking-off” risk from informed traders. Traders will submit less aggressive orders when

the short-term volatility is high and when they assess the “picking-off” risk as high. We

compute the short-term volatility (RISK) over the 30 min before an order’s submission as

RISK ¼ 1

N � 1

� �XN
i¼1

Ri � �R
� �2

 !1=2

;

where N equals 30 and Ri is the return of the ith 1-min return during the 30-min interval.
�R is the average of Ri over the 30 min. That is, RISK is calculated as the standard devi-

ation of the 1-min return over the 30-min interval prior to the order submission. We also

calculate short-term volatility as the sum of the squared 1-min return over the 30-min

interval. Based on previous studies, if short-term volatility represents a higher “picking-

off” risk, we should observe a negative relationship between RISK and the order aggres-

siveness measure.

(iv) Price level: Price level is an inverse measure of the transaction cost. For sell orders,

order aggressiveness is measured as the cost of immediacy that the investor is willing to pay

to sell the stocks quickly. For our two aggressiveness measures, the cost of immediacy is

determined in terms of yuan amount, as Aggressive_1 is equal to the difference between the

best bid quote and the sell order price, and Aggressive_2 is an indicator of the order’s status

in the limit order book, which is measured in terms of the number of ticks. Therefore, the

investor looks at the cost of immediacy relative to the price level. The higher the stock price

level, the more willing the investor is to pay for the cost of immediacy. We measure the

stock price level using the mid-quote (MIDQUOTE), based on the average of the best bid

and ask prices at the time of order submission. We expect order aggressiveness to be posi-

tively related to the mid-quote.

(v) Amihud measure: The Amihud measure (Amihud, 2002) measures the price impact

driven by each dollar trading volume. We calculate the Amihud measure as the average of

the daily Amihud measure for the prior 30 days

AMIHUDt ¼
X30

i¼1

jRt�ij
30 �Dvolt�i

Rt�i is the holding period return of stock on day t�i, and Dvolt�i is the yuan trading vol-

ume (in ¥10,000) of on day t�i. The AMIHUD assesses liquidity in the form of price im-

pact. It is the average of absolute return per yuan in daily trading volume for the prior

30 trading days. A large AMIHUD is an indication of low liquidity because it suggests

that the average daily price movement of the security per unit of trading volume is large.

We expect the relationship between order aggressiveness and the AMIHUD to be

positive.

(vi) Short-term momentum: Short-term return measures are important indicators for in-

vestors who make trading decisions on trends or other technical indicators. We compute

the prior half-hour’s return (MOMENTUM) as the return over the 30 min prior to the

order submission. If sellers believe there is momentum in returns, after the stock price goes

up (down) they will revise the valuation of the stock upward (downward), and be less
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(more) aggressive in posting their quotes for sell orders. Therefore, we expect the previous

half-hour return to be negatively related to order aggressiveness.

(vii) Half-hourly dummy: The order aggressiveness measures may vary over the course

of a trading day. This variability may reflect the asymmetry of information, which is widest

when the market opens, and narrows as ongoing trades update the trader’s information set

(Bloomfield, O’Hara, and Saar, 2005). To control for the intraday variation in the order

aggressiveness measures in our sample, we sort the two aggressiveness measures according

to the time the sell orders are submitted, then calculate the mean for each measure over

each of the eight 30-min intervals during the trading hours, that is, 9:30–10:00, 10:00–

10:30, 10:30–11:00, 11:00–11:30, 13:00–13:30, 13:30–14:00, 14:00–14:30, and 14:30–

15:00. We then plot the means for each time interval in Figure 1.

Parts A and B of Figure 1 show that both Aggressive_1 and Aggressive_2 generally in-

crease from market opening in the morning to market closing in the afternoon. This trend

suggests that investors who want to sell stocks are less aggressive at market opening, but be-

come more aggressive toward market closing. To capture the intraday variation, we create

8 half-hourly dummies (DUMMY1 to DUMMY8) to capture the differences in order

aggressiveness over the trading day.

Panel A of Table I reports the summary statistics for the two sell order aggressiveness

measures. The statistics are computed based on a winsorized sample. The mean (median) of

Aggressive_1 is �0.07 (�0.01), which suggests that, on average, investors submit sell orders

at prices higher than the best bid prices. The mean (median) of Aggressive_2 is equal to

4.53 (5), which is above the median bid–ask mid-quote. This indicates that investors would

rather submit less aggressive sell orders and wait for executions in the future. However,

orders with non-negative Aggressive_1 or an Aggressive_2 value equal to 7 are regarded as

the most aggressive (at the marketable limit) orders, and are to be executed immediately.

Based on the measures of Aggressive_1 and Aggressive_2, we estimate from our sample

that about 30% of the total orders can be categorized as most aggressive. These measures

indicate that some investors do want to quickly execute their orders by selling at current

best bid prices or lower, forfeiting their chance to wait for better prices. These results show

that investors in our sample express various degrees of aggressiveness in submitting sell

orders.

A B

Figure 1. Aggressiveness measure variations during the course of a trading day.

This figure presents the mean of Aggressive_1 (A) and Aggressive_2 (B) for every 30-min interval dur-

ing the course of a trading day. Aggressive_1 is defined as the best bid price in the open limit order

book minus the submitted sell price. Aggressive_2 is a multiple response variable that indicates where

in the book the order price hits. All observations are winsorized at 95%.
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Table I. Statistics of order aggressiveness measures and explanatory variables

Panels A, B, and C of this table report the mean (Mean), median (Median), standard deviation

(Std), minimum (Min), and maximum (Max) of the two order aggressiveness measures, gains/

losses measures, and the other control variables. All variables are Winsorized at 95%.

Aggressive_1 is defined as

Aggressive 1 ¼ Bid1 – Sell Order Price;

where Bid1 is the best quoted bid price at the time of order submission and Sell_Order_Price is

the (sell) order price submitted.

Aggressive_2 is constructed by comparing the (sell) order price with each of the multiple

quoted ask and bid prices in the limit order book at the time of submission.

Aggressive 2 ¼ 1 if Ask5�Sell Order Price

¼ 2 if Ask4�Sell Order Price < Ask5

¼ 3 if Ask3�Sell Order Price < Ask4

¼ 4 if Ask2�Sell Order Price < Ask3

¼ 5 if Ask1�Sell Order Price < Ask2

¼ 6 if MIDQUOTE�Sell Order Price < Ask1

¼ 7 if Sell Order Price < MIDQUOTE;

where Ask1, Ask2, Ask3, Ask4, and Ask5 are the five best-quoted ask prices in the order book.

Sell_Order_Price is the (sell) order price submitted. MIDQUOTE is the average of the best-

quoted ask and bid prices at the time the order is submitted.

The dollar values (in yuan) of the PGs measure (PG)/PLs measure (PL) are calculated based on

the difference between Bid1 and the reference price:

PG ¼ Max ½0; Bid1 – Reference�;

PL ¼ Max ½0; Reference – Bid1�;

where Reference is the reference price, which is the share-weighted average purchasing price.

When the outstanding best bid quote (Bid1) is higher than the reference price, PG is assigned

the absolute value of the difference and PL is assigned the value of zero. Conversely, when the

current best bid price is lower than the reference price, PG is assigned the value of zero and PL

is assigned the absolute value of the difference.

The control variables include the relative bid–ask spread (SPREAD), which is the ratio of the dif-

ference between the market best ask and bid quotes divided by the average of those quotes;

the best ask market depth (ADEPTH) and the best bid market depth (BDEPTH), which are the

yuan quantities of the market depth over the best ask and bid quotes; the average of best-

quoted ask and bid prices (MIDQUOTE); the standard deviation of the 1-min best bid price re-

turn over the previous 30-min interval (RISK); the average ratio of the absolute stock return to

the daily Yuan trading volume over the previous 30 days (AMIHUD), and the stock best bid price

return over the previous 30-min interval (MOMENTUM).

The sample contains the full history of limit orders submitted by 521,611 investors on 855

stocks from January to December 2008.

Mean Median Std Min Max

PANEL A: Order aggressiveness measures

Aggressive_1 �0.07 �0.01 0.13 �0.49 0.02

Aggressive_2 4.53 5.00 2.40 1.00 7.00

PANEL B: PGs/PL

PG (in yuan) 0.22 0 0.39 0 1.37

(continued)
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It is noted that Aggressive_1 is a continuous variable that measures investors’ trade-off

between the benefits and costs of immediate order execution. Aggressive_2, however, is a

discrete response variable indicating where an order price ranks in the limit order book. To

better understand the characteristics of this variable, Figure 2 plots the bar charts for

Aggressive_2. We note that Aggressive_2 does not follow a continuous distribution. This

multiple-response discrete distribution is therefore not suitable for an OLS regression.

Panel B of Table I contains summary statistics for the PGs and PLs measures, using the

share-weighted average purchase price as the reference price. The mean (median) of PL is

1.07 yuan (0.2 yuan) and the mean (median) of PG is 0.22 yuan (0 yuan). Investors there-

fore sell stocks with smaller magnitudes of gains than of losses. This finding appears to sup-

port the disposition effect, in which investors are more likely to sell winning stocks than

losing stocks.

Panel C of Table I gives the statistics of the control variables used in the empirical ana-

lysis in the next subsection. The mean (median) relative bid–ask spread is 0.17% (0.14%),

the mean (median) market depth at the best ask is 230,000 (80,000) yuan, and the mean

(median) market depth at the best bid is 220,000 (70,000) yuan, which indicates a highly

liquid market for our sample period.

5. Tests of Order Aggressiveness in Response to Gains and Losses

In this section, we conduct regression analyses to examine whether and how the investment

outcomes affect subsequent order aggressiveness. We start with a correlation analysis of the

behavioral bias variables and other explanatory variables. The results in Table II show that,

in general, the explanatory variables are not highly correlated. This finding suggests that

there is little evidence of a multicollinearity problem among the variables in explaining the

order aggressiveness measures.

5.1 Regression Analysis Based on Dummy Variable for Gains versus Losses

We first estimate a regression exploring the extent to which investors prefer to submit more

aggressive orders to realize profits. We relate the order aggressiveness measures to the indi-

cator variable regarding whether investors are selling at a gain or a loss. We construct

a dummy variable that is equal to 1 if the stocks are sold at a PG, and zero if sold at a PL.

Table I. Continued

Mean Median Std Min Max

PL (in yuan) 1.07 0.20 1.66 0 5.88

PANEL C: Control variables

SPREAD (%) 0.17 0.14 0.11 0.05 0.45

ADEPTH (in million yuan) 0.23 0.08 0.36 0.004 1.38

BDEPTH (in million yuan) 0.22 0.07 0.35 0.003 1.34

MIDQUOTE 11.40 9.24 7.07 3.57 29.79

RISK 0.003 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.005

AMIHUD 0.009 0 0.013 0 0.071

MOMENTUM 0.004 0.003 0.02 �0.03 0.04
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Figure 2. Distribution of Aggressive_2.

This figure reports the distribution of Aggressive_2, which is defined as a discrete-response variable

indicating the unique value given when the order price falls within a specific range in the order book.

Aggressive 2 ¼ 1 if Ask5� Sell Order Price

¼ 2 if Ask4 � Sell Order Price < Ask5

¼ 3 if Ask3 � Sell Order Price < Ask4

¼ 4 if Ask2 � Sell Order Price < Ask3

¼ 5 if Ask1 � Sell Order Price < Ask2

¼ 6 if MIDQUOTE� Sell Order Price < Ask1

¼ 7 if Sell Order Price < MIDQUOTE;

where Ask1, Ask2, Ask3, Ask4, and Ask5 are the five best ask prices in the order book, respectively,

and MIDQUOTE is the average of the best ask and bid quotes at the time the sell orders are submitted.

Table II. Explanatory variable correlations

This table presents the correlations between the candidate explanatory variables of the cross-

sectional variation in the order aggressiveness measures. These explanatory variables include

two behavioral bias measures, the (potential) gains measure (PG) and the (potential) losses

measure (PL), the relative bid–ask spread (SPREAD), the monetary quantities of the best ask

depth (ADEPTH), the monetary quantities of the best bid depth (BDEPTH), the average of the

current best bid and ask quotes (MIDQUOTE), the Amihud measure (AMIHUD), the standard de-

viation of the 1-min best bid price return over the previous 30-min interval (RISK), and the stock

best bid price return over the prior 30-min interval (MOMENTUM).

PG PL SPREAD ADEPTH BDEPTH MIDQUOTE AMIDHUD RISK MOMENTUM

PG 1 �0.36 �0.19 0.04 0.03 0.31 �0.021 0.01 0.13

PL 1 �0.01 �0.02 �0.01 0.13 �0.011 0.03 �0.05

SPREAD 1 �0.11 �0.10 �0.40 0.082 0.24 0.0003

ADEPTH 1 0.33 0.05 �0.050 �0.12 0.04

BDEPTH 1 0.03 �0.052 �0.14 0.02

MIDQUOTE 1 �0.068 �0.13 �0.01

RISK 1 0.24

MOMENTUM 1
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We then conduct a regression analysis of the order aggressiveness measures on this dummy

variable and other explanatory variables:

AGGRESSIVEt ¼ aþ c1GAIN DUMMYt þ c2SPREADt þ c3ADEPTHt þ c4BDEPTHt

þ c5MIDQUOTEt þ c6AMIHUDt þ c7RISKt þ c8MOMENTUMt

þ
X7

i¼1
biDi þ et

(1)

where AGGRESSIVEt is one of the two order aggressiveness measures at time t

(Aggressive_1 and Aggressive_2); GAIN DUMMYt is a dummy variable that is equal to 1

if the stock is sold at a PG (with the stock’s market best bid price at time t being higher

than the share-weighted average purchase price), and zero otherwise; SPREADt is the rela-

tive bid–ask spread at time t; ADEPTHt and BDEPTHt are the depth (in million yuan) at

the best ask and bid quotes, respectively; AMIHUDt is the average daily Amihud measure

for the prior 30 days. MIDQUOTEt is the average of the best bid and ask prices at time t;

RISKt is the short-term volatility during the half hour prior to time t; MOMENTUMt is the

stock return during the half hour prior to time t; and Di is a dummy variable for the ith 30-

min interval between 9:30 (market opening) and 14:30 of that day.5

All of the observations are pooled in the estimation, but partitioned by individual in-

vestors and institutional investors. We use OLS to estimate the regression using

Aggressive_1 as the dependent variable, and conduct an ordered probit regression to exam-

ine the relation between Aggressive_2 and the explanatory variables. The statistical signifi-

cance reported for both regressions is based on robust standard errors that are adjusted for

clustering at two levels, first by each stock and then by each trading day.6 As it is computa-

tionally intensive to perform the order probit regression using the whole sample and beyond

the capability of the computers at the SSE, we divide the whole sample into three sub-

samples for the ordered probit regression. Two of the sub-samples consist of individual in-

vestors, with 250,000 accounts each, and the other consists of institutional investors, with

21,611 accounts.

Table III presents the regression results. For both the OLS and ordered probit regres-

sions, the coefficients of GAIN_DUMMY (c1) are significantly positive, for both individual

and institutional traders. The coefficients are 0.02 (OLS regression) and 0.08 (ordered pro-

bit regression) for the individual investors sub-samples, for example, and 0.01 (OLS regres-

sion) and 0.07 (ordered probit regression) for the institutional investors sub-sample, with

all of the coefficients being statistically significant.

To illustrate the economic significance of these results, we can see that a coefficient of

0.02 in the OLS regression indicates that an average investor selling a stock at a PG instead

of a PL will be more aggressive, lowering the ask price by about two cents. Given that the

tick size on the SSE is usually one cent, this suggests that the investor walks down the limit

5 To avoid perfect collinearity, we omit the dummy variable for the last 30-min interval of the trading

day.

6 We tried several alternative methods of clustering standard errors. Feng and Seasholes (2005) re-

port results based on robust standard errors adjusted for clustering by each individual investor, for

example. Compared with other studies, our method provides the largest standard error, and thus

the smallest t-value in the estimation. Switching to other methods only makes our coefficients

more significant.
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Table III. Regressions of the order aggressiveness measures on the gain indicator variables and

control variables

This table presents regressions relating the order aggressiveness measures to various explana-

tory variables. The regression equation is as follows:

AGGRESSIVEt ¼aþc1GAIN DUMMYt þc2SPREADt þc3ADEPTHt þc4BDEPTHt

þc5MIDQUOTEt þc6AMIHUDtþc7RISKt þc8MOMENTUMt

þ
X7

i¼1
bi Di þet ;

Panel A presents the pooled OLS regression results with Aggressive_1 as the dependent vari-

able. Panel B presents the ordered probit regression results with Aggressive_2 as the depend-

ent variable. For the ordered probit regressions, the whole sample is divided into three sub-

samples due to computer capability constraints, with two individual trader sub-samples and

one institutional trader sub-sample. The two individual trader sub-samples each contain

250,000 accounts and the institutional trader sample contains 21,611 accounts.

All variables are winsorized at the 5th and 95th percentile levels. The t-values are reported in

parentheses below the coefficients. The robust standard errors are adjusted for clustering first

by each individual stock, and then by each trading day. ***, **, and * correspond to statistical

significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

A: Aggressive_1,

OLS regressions

B: Aggressive_2,

ordered probit regressions

Individual Institution Individual 1 Individual 2 Institution

GAIN_DUMMY 0.02 *** 0.01 *** 0.08 *** 0.08 *** 0.06 ***

(1 if gains positive,

0 otherwise)

(17.97) (6.74) (6.93) (7.06) (3.38)

SPREAD �8.77 *** �10.45 *** �36.61 *** �47.48 *** �45.36 ***

(�15.22) (�13.06) (�12.67) (�18.86) (�6.53)

ADEPTH 0.006 *** �0.001 0.08 *** 0.10 ** 0.03

(4.58) (�0.61) (6.53) (9.05) (1.30)

BDEPTH 0.001 * �0.002 �0.13 *** �0.11 *** �0.08 ***

(0.72) (�1.05) (�8.92) (�8.54) (�3.84)

MIDQUOTE �0.003 *** �0.002 *** 0.001 * �0.001 �0.003 *

(�29.20) (�15.92) (1.67) (�1.05) (�1.83)

AMIHUD 0.05 *** 0.32 *** 3.12 *** 3.66 2.25

(15.02) (4.92) (9.87) (10.69) (2.60)

RISK �1.64 *** �0.05 9.75 ** 4.75 ** 24.92 ***

(�4.65) (�0.09) (2.75) (1.37) (3.40)

MOMENTUM �0.21 *** �0.35 *** �7.64 *** �7.46 *** �9.45 ***

(�9.09) (�9.34) (�39.93) (�41.38) (�24.06)

Intercept 0.01 *** 0.02 ***

(3.41) (6.92)
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order book by two ticks. This will further show effect on several market liquidity measures,

such as the effective spread. Overall, the evidence shows that the previous investment gains

and losses of a stock have opposite effects on sell order aggressiveness, with investors sub-

mitting more aggressive orders to sell stocks that have encountered gains instead of losses.

Our finding indicates that Mainland Chinese investors exhibit behavioral biases in their

order submissions: investors are more aggressive in selling stocks that encounter gains and

seek to close out those stock positions, but are less aggressive in selling stocks that have en-

countered losses and are more willing to hold on to those positions. This is consistent with

Coval and Shumway (2005) who find that CBOT market makers in the T-bond futures

market tend to take on more risks in the afternoon after morning losses. Our findings also

help to explain the order aggressiveness continuation in Biais, Hillion, and Spatt (1995),

who find that limit (market) orders tend to follow other limit (market) orders. When the

market goes up, most stocks gain profits, and we therefore expect to see market (sell) orders

dominate, as traders want to lock-in their profits. When the market goes down we expect

to see less aggressive limit (sell) orders to be submitted continuously, as investors become

less aggressive in selling the loser stocks.

Table III also presents the regression coefficients of other explanatory variables. The co-

efficient estimate of SPREAD is significantly negative in both the OLS regression and

ordered probit regression, indicating investors submit fewer aggressive orders when the

relative bid–ask spread is wider. The coefficient of MOMENTUM is also significantly

negative in both regression models, indicating that investors are more reluctant to sell mo-

mentum stocks that have continuously experienced price appreciation. The signs of the co-

efficients of other variables (ADEPTH, BDEPTH, MIDQUOTE, AMIHUD, and RISK) are

less consistent and are not statistically significant in all of the regression models.

5.2 Regression Analysis Based on Size of Gains and Losses

The results in Table III show that prior investment outcomes can affect subsequent order

aggressiveness in a way consistent with the disposition effect. In this subsection, we further

explore the relationship between the size of investment results and the investors’ order sub-

mission strategies. Instead of using GAIN_DUMMY, we use the size of gains/losses as the

explanatory variable in regression Equation (2):

AGGRESSIVEt¼aþc1PGtþc2PLtþc3SPREADtþc4ADEPTHtþc5BDEPTHt

þc6MIDQUOTEtþc7AMIHUDtþc8RISKtþþc9MOMENTUMt

þ
X7

i¼1

biDiþ�t;
(2)

where PGt is the PGs and PLt is the PLs for the stock, with gains and losses calculated using

the share-weighted average purchase price and best bid price at time t. These results suggest

investors become more risk averse after gains and submit more aggressive orders, and a

positive c1 and a negative c2 is expected. This change in risk perception is thought to cause

the disposition effect (Kaustia, 2010).

We estimate regression model (2) using one of the two aggressiveness measures. Similar

to regression model (1), we use the OLS and ordered probit regressions. Table IV presents

the regression results. We find that the coefficients for PL (c2) are consistently and signifi-

cantly negative across all investor groups, with the absolute magnitude of t values ranging

from 4.20 for the sub-sample of institutional investors in the OLS regression, to around 20
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for the sub-sample of individual investors in the ordered probit regressions. The signs of the

coefficients for PG (c1) do however vary among the regressions, and are insignificant in

some of the regression specifications. The results are not entirely consistent with the dispos-

ition effect, as although losses make investors less aggressive in their sell order submissions,

gains do not cause them to be more aggressive in their order submissions, at least not in a

monotonic fashion.

5.3 Regressions with PG, PG2, and PL

To further understand the non-monotonic relationship between order aggressiveness and

gains, we split our sample into two sub-samples, one comprising gains below the mean and

the other with gains equal to or above the mean. We repeat the regression model (2) for the

two-subsamples. The results, which are not reported here, show that the coefficient of c1 is

positive for the sub-sample with gains below the mean, and negative for the sub-sample

with gains above the mean. This preliminary analysis suggests that investors display differ-

ent risk-taking behavior according to the size of their gains, with order aggressiveness

increasing with the size of gains only when prior gains are relatively small. This analysis

suggests that the disposition effect is present only for small gains. To capture the relation-

ship, we add the squared term of gains to allow for a quadratic relationship between order

aggressiveness and gains, as per Equation (3):

AGGRESSIVEt ¼ aþ c1PGt þ c2PG2
t þ c3PLt þ c4SPREADt þ c5ADEPTHt

þc6BDEPTHt þ c7MIDQUOTEt þ c8AMIHUDt þ c9RISKt

þc10MOMENTUMt þ
X7

i¼1

biDi þ �t; ð3Þ

(3)

where PGt and PG2
t are the unit and squared terms of PGs, respectively, and PLt is the PLs

for the stock, with gains and losses calculated using the share-weighted average purchase

price and best bid price at time t.

The results for Equation (3) are presented in Table V. The coefficient of PL (c3) remains

significantly negative in all of the regression models across all investor groups. The coeffi-

cient of PG (c1) is significantly positive in all of the regression models and the coefficient of

PG2 (c2) is significantly negative. Therefore, the quadratic relationship is a good fit between

the order aggressiveness measures and the size of gains. The evidence suggests that investors

tend to submit more aggressive orders when the gains are small and less aggressive orders

once the gains exceed a certain level. However, investors consistently submit less aggressive

orders for stocks sold at a loss. In Table V, we also choose an alternative control variable,

the effective spread, to replace the relative bid–ask spread in the regressions. The effective

spread is calculated as the intraday average of the difference between the most recent trans-

action price and the average of market best bid and ask quotes, normalized by the outstand-

ing average of the market best ask and bid quotes. We can see that the choice of effective

spread do not affect the main results.

Overall, the evidence confirms that the investment performance of the stock affects the

risk attitude of investors. Results in Table V also support findings in Linnainmaa (2010)

that limit orders are associated with higher disposition effect estimates. We find that some

investors do submit less aggressive limit orders to sell winner stocks.
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Table IV. Regressions of the order aggressiveness measures on PG, PL, and the control

variables

This table presents regressions that relate the order aggressiveness measures to various ex-

planatory variables. The regression equation is as follows:

AGGRESSIVEt ¼ aþ c1PGt þ c2PLt þ c3SPREADt þ c4ADEPTHt þ c5BDEPTHt

þ c6MIDQUOTEt þ c7AMIHUDt þ c8RISKt

þ c9MOMENTUMt þ
X7

i¼1
bi Di þ �t ;

Panel A presents the pooled OLS regression results with Aggressive_1 as the dependent vari-

able. Panel B presents the ordered probit regression results with Aggressive_2 as the depend-

ent variable. For the ordered probit regressions, the whole sample is divided into three sub-

samples due to computer capability constraints, with two individual trader sub-samples and

one institutional trader sub-sample. The two individual trader sub-samples each contain

250,000 accounts and the institutional trader sample contains 21,611 accounts.

All variables are winsorized at the 5th and 95th percentile levels. The t-values are reported in

brackets below the coefficients. The robust standard errors are adjusted for clustering first by

each individual stock, and then by each trading day. ***, **, and * correspond to statistical sig-

nificance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

A: Aggressive_1, OLS regressions B: Aggressive_2, ordered probit regressions

Individual Institution Individual 1 Individual 2 Institution

PG 0.002 * 0.0002 �0.08 *** �0.08 *** �0.03

(1.81) (0.08) (�8.79) (�9.22) (�1.41)

PL �0.006 *** �0.003 *** �0.06 *** �0.06 *** �0.03 ***

(�18.03) (�4.23) (�19.65) (�20.26) (�5.04)

SPREAD �8.97 *** �10.55 *** �42.62 *** �42.02 *** �43.10 ***

(�16.19) (�13.49) (�16.45) (�16.33) (�6.39)

ADEPTH 0.006 ** �0.001 0.10 *** 0.10 *** 0.03

(4.69) (�0.62) (8.18) (8.17) (1.27)

BDEPTH 0.001 * �0.002 �0.11 *** �0.11 *** �0.08 ***

(0.77) (�1.11) (�8.01) (�8.01) (�3.87)

MIDQUOTE �0.003 *** �0.002 *** 0.006 *** 0.007 *** 0.004

(�26.04) (�13.23) (6.43) (6.78) (0.21)

AMIHUD 0.52 *** 0.34 *** 3.91 *** 3.95 *** 2.54 ***

(15.36) (5.15) (10.99) (11.04) (2.87)

RISK �1.40 ** 0.13 12.25 *** 12.12 *** 25.65 ***

(�2.26) (0.23) (3.49) (3.46) (4.01)

MOMENTUM �0.17 *** �0.33 *** �7.49 *** �7.48 *** �9.35 ***

(�7.19) (�8.82) (�38.60) (�38.63) (�23.75)

Intercept 0.02 *** 0.03 ***

(9.53) (8.76)
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Table V. Regressions of the order aggressiveness measures on PG, PG2, PL, and the control

variables

This table presents regressions that relate the order aggressiveness measures to various ex-

planatory variables. The regression equation is as follows:

AGGRESSIVEt ¼ aþ c1PGt þ c2PG2
t þ c3PLt þ c4SPREADt þ c5ADEPTHt

þ c6BDEPTHt þ c7MIDQUOTEt þ c8AMIHUDt þ c9RISKt

þ c10MOMENTUMt þ
X7

i¼1
bi Di þ et ;

Panel A presents the pooled OLS regression results with Aggressive_1 as the dependent vari-

able. Column 1 and Column 2 present results for the individual investors and institutional in-

vestors. Column 3 presents regression results for the whole sample, while using the effective

spread (ESPREAD) as a control variable instead of the quoted spread. The ESPREAD is calcu-

lated as the intraday average of the difference between the most recent transaction price and

the average of market best bid and ask quotes, normalized by the outstanding average of the

market best ask and bid quotes, from the beginning of the day to the time of submission. We

then take the average of all the Panel B presents the ordered probit regression results with

Aggressive_2 as the dependent variable. For the ordered probit regressions, the whole sample

is divided into three sub-samples due to computer capability constraints, with two individual

trader sub-samples and one institutional trader sub-sample. The two individual trader sub-sam-

ples each contain 250,000 accounts and the institutional trader sample contains 21,611 ac-

counts. Panel C presents the pooled OLS regression results with the volume-based

aggressiveness measure, defined as the fraction of the holding that the investor wants to liquid-

ate, as the dependent variable.

All variables are winsorized at the 5th and 95th percentile levels. The t-values are reported in

brackets below the coefficients. The robust standard errors are adjusted for clustering first by

each individual stock, and then by each trading day. ***, **, and * correspond to statistical sig-

nificance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

A: Aggressive_1, OLS regressions B: Aggressive_2, ordered probit

regressions

Individual Institution Whole

sample

Individual 1 Individual 2 Institution

PG 0.04 *** 0.03 *** 0.04 *** 0.08 *** 0.09 *** 0.19 ***

(17.80) (5.81) (22.10) (2.88) (3.28) (2.63)

PG2 �0.03 *** �0.02 *** �0.03 *** �0.13 *** �0.15 *** �0.17 ***

(�20.52) (�5.77) (�25.04) (�7.60) (�8.47) (�3.45)

PL �0.01 *** �0.002 *** �0.005 *** �0.05 *** �0.05 *** �0.03 ***

(�15.73) (�3.23) (�15.84) (�19.80) (�18.55) (�4.31)

SPREAD �8.65 *** �10.35 *** �40.60 *** �40.55 *** �41.73 ***

(�15.37) (�13.07) (�15.53) (�15.67) (�6.19)

ESPREAD �1.74

(�1.60)

ADEPTH 0.006 *** �0.001 0.006 *** 0.10 *** 0.10 *** 0.03

(4.70) (�0.60) (5.31) (8.19) (9.16) (1.30)

BDEPTH �0.001 �0.002 0.001 �0.10 *** �0.10 *** �0.08 ***

(�0.87) (�1.06) (1.14) (�8.04) (�8.49) (�3.86)

MIDQUOTE �0.003 *** �0.002 *** �0.002 *** 0.01 *** 0.01 *** 0.001

(�25.49) (�14.72) (�23.00) (7.05) (5.44) (0.37)

(continued)
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5.4 Tests for the Behavioral Biases in Hold/Sell Decisions

The previous analysis shows that certain behavioral biases affect the aggressiveness of in-

vestors’ order submission strategies, although the relationship is not totally explained by

the disposition effect. In this section, we examine whether a similar relationship on the

hold/sell decision of the investors is observed. For this, we focus on the executed orders and

conduct a survival analysis, as in Feng and Seasholes (2005), who extend the disposition

measures of Odean (1998) by including the holding period as one of the determinants of

the trade decisions, and conduct a survival analysis to calculate the hazard ratio as a meas-

ure of the disposition effect in Chinese investors. A hazard ratio greater than 1 indicates an

increase in the conditional probability of a sale, and less than 1 indicates a decrease in the

conditional probability. The disposition effect exists if the hazard ratios are greater than 1

for stocks with gains and less than 1 for stocks with losses, indicating a greater propensity

among investors to sell winner stocks and a reluctance to sell loser stocks.

A survival analysis of the entire dataset would be extremely computationally intensive

and is beyond the capability of the computers at the SSE. Therefore, we randomly choose a

subsample of 100,000 investor accounts. Table VI presents results of the survival analyses,

with the hazard function categorized by either the Weibull regression or the Cox regression.

The left-hand side variable takes a value of zero each day the individual holds a stock, and

one each day he sells a stock. Reg 1 and 3 of Panel A are based on the trading gain indicator

(TGI), which takes a value of 1 for every day a stock trades at a gain (relative to the share-

weighted average purchase price), and Reg 1 and 3 of Panel B are based on the trading loss

indicator (TLI), which takes a value of 1 for every day a stock trades at a loss (relative to

the share-weighted average purchase price). The results show that the hazard ratios are well

below 1 for stocks at a loss and well above 1 for stocks at a gain. These findings provide

strong evidence of the disposition effect for mainland Chinese investors, who are eager to

sell stocks that show gains and reluctant to sell those showing losses.

To explore the possible non-monotonic relationship between gains/losses and selling de-

cision, we construct dummy variables for nonzero trading gains/losses in five percentiles:

below the 20th percentile, between the 20th and the 40th percentile, between the 40th and

Table V. Continued

A: Aggressive_1, OLS regressions B: Aggressive_2, ordered probit

regressions

Individual Institution Whole

sample

Individual 1 Individual 2 Institution

AMIHUD 0.52 *** 0.33 *** 0.38 *** 3.94 *** 4.01 *** 2.53 ***

(15.25) (5.11) (9.86) (11.04) (11.35) (2.86)

RISK �1.33 *** 0.20 �2.30 *** 12.42 *** 11.07 *** 26.16 ***

(�3.80) (0.36) (�6.62) (3.54) (3.25) (4.07)

MOMENTUM �0.19 *** �0.35 *** �0.18 *** �7.57 *** �7.35 *** �9.46 ***

(�8.00) (�9.11) (�7.85) (�39.11) (�41.28) (�23.69)

Intercept 0.01 *** 0.02 *** �0.001

(6.98) (7.33) (�0.77)
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Table VI. Survival analyses on executed trade flows

This table presents the hazard ratios associated with the average individual’s decision to sell/

hold stocks at a loss/gain. The left-hand variable of the regression takes a value of zero for each

day the individual holds a stock, and a value of 1 for every day she sells a stock. Trading gains

or trading losses are equal to the sell price minus the stock’s share-weighted average purchase

price if the stock is sold. If the investor does not sell (she holds the stock position at the end of

the day), we determine whether the stock is trading at a paper gain or a paper loss. If a stock’s

daily low is above its share-weighted average purchase price, it is counted as a “paper gain” (in

other words, the investor could have sold at a gain at any time during the day). In this case, the

trading gain equals the daily low minus its share-weighted average purchase price and the trad-

ing losses is zero; conversely, if a remaining stock’s daily high is below its original share-

weighted average purchase price, it is counted as a “paper loss” (the investor could only have

sold for a loss that day). Its trading loss equals the daily high minus its share-weighted average

purchase price. Its trading gain equals zero.

The TGI takes a value of 1 for every day a stock is trading at a gain or could be traded at a gain

(relative to the share-weighted average purchase price), and zero otherwise. The TLI takes a

value of 1 for every day a stock is trading at a loss or could be traded at a loss (relative to the

share-weighted average purchase price), and zero otherwise.

We construct dummy variables for nonzero trading gains below the 20th percentile, between

the 20th and the 40th percentile, between the 40th and the 60th percentile, between the 60th

and the 80th percentile, and above the 80th percentile. We construct a similar dummy variable

for the trading loss brackets. We interact these trading gains/losses dummy variables with the

TGI or the TLI to measure differences in investors’ propensity to sell winner/loser stocks given

changes in gains/losses.

We use two methods to calculate the hazard ratios. The first regression uses a Weibull distribu-

tion with the parameter “p” for the hazard function. A parameter value of p¼ 1 indicates an ex-

ponential hazard rate. A parameter value of p< 1 indicates a decreased hazard rate over time.

The second regression uses a COX model that does not specify any distribution for the underly-

ing variables.

The data sample contains a random sample of 100,000 investor accounts from the whole sam-

ple of 521,116 accounts. The data are from January to December 2008 and are provided by the

SSE. The Z-statistics are based on robust standard errors that allow for clustering by each stock.

The Z-statistics are shown in brackets below the hazard ratios.

Weibull hazard model COX hazard model

Reg 1 Reg 2 Reg 3 Reg 4

Panel A: Regressions with TGI

Disposition effect variables

TGI 8.90 7.39

(Z-stat) (76.65) (82.99)

Gains 2 (0, 20%]�TGI 8.93 7.24

(Z-stat) (83.25) (86.98)

Gains 2 (20%, 40%]�TGI 10.22 8.35

(Z-stat) (90.84) (97.88)

Gains 2 (40%, 60%]�TGI 9.38 7.78

(Z-stat) (77.09) (84.21)

Gains 2 (60%, 80%]�TGI 8.54 7.18

(Z-stat) (63.52) (68.55)

(continued)
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the 60th percentile, between the 60th and the 80th percentile, and above the 80th percent-

ile. We then interact these trading gains dummy variables with TGI, and trading losses

dummy variables with TLI, and examine the hazard ratio associated with each interaction

variable. The results are shown under Reg 2 and Reg 4 of Panels A and B. For the inter-

action terms involving TGI (Panel A) the hazard ratios are all significantly above 1, al-

though they first increase until the (20th–40th) percentile, then subsequently decrease.

Therefore, consistent with the relationship exhibited in order aggressiveness associated

with gains, there is also a quadratic relationship between the size of gains and the willing-

ness to sell stocks. For the interaction terms involving TLI (Panel B), the hazard ratios are

all significantly below 1, and decrease monotonically across higher loss percentiles. This is

also consistent with the relationship exhibited in order aggressiveness associated with

losses, in which a negative relationship between the size of losses and the willingness to sell

stocks is present.

Out results show there is also a quadratic relation between prior gains and the decisions

to sell stocks. Again, one explanation for this phenomenon is the combination of the dispos-

ition effect and the house money effect (Thaler and Johnson, 1990). The house money effect

suggests that investors might increase their risk-exposure once they think they are investing

with money gained. However, when prior gains are relatively small, the disposition effect

dominates so that investors are more willing to sell stocks. But when prior gains are

Table VI. Continued

Weibull hazard model COX hazard model

Reg 1 Reg 2 Reg 3 Reg 4

Gains 2 (80%, 100%]�TGI 6.51 5.65

(Z-stat) (41.67) (45.11)

Parameters

p-parameter 0.62 0.62

(standard error) (0.0041) (0.0042)

Panel B: Regressions with TLI

Disposition effect variables

TLI 0.23 0.28

(Z-stat) (�53.40) (�53.05)

Losses 2 (0, 20%]�TLI 0.63 0.67

(Z-stat) (�19.43) (�19.68)

Losses 2 (20%, 40%]�TLI 0.27 0.32

(Z-stat) (�33.96) (�33.00)

Losses 2 (40%, 60%]�TLI 0.14 0.17

(Z-stat) (�42.76) (�41.81)

Losses 2 (60%, 80%]�TLI 0.08 0.11

(Z-stat) (�47.94) (�45.42)

Losses 2 (80%, 100%]�TLI 0.06 0.07

(Z-stat) (�52.89) (�46.05)

Parameters

p-parameter 0.61 0.69

(standard error) (0.0039) (0.0043)
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relatively large, the house money effect dominates so that investors are more willing to hold

stocks. It is thus shown that the combination of these two effects affects the aggressiveness

of investors in submitting orders, as well as their sell/hold decisions seen in executed trades.

Overall, our results are similar to those of Kaustia (2010) and Barber and Odean

(2013), based on Finnish data. The authors find that Finnish investors show a propensity to

sell winner stocks and to hold loser stocks, whereas the hold/sell decisions remain relatively

insensitive to the size of losses.

6. Robustness Tests

We conduct robustness tests on our findings from the previous section. In this section, we

discuss additional tests based on alternative specifications, different time periods, and alter-

native explanatory variables.

6.1 Regressions for the Sub-samples of Different Periods

We also investigate whether the relationship between the order aggressiveness measures

and gains/losses applies for different sub-sample periods. Our full sample covers the whole

of 2008. As the market in the latter part of the year was volatile, we ensure our conclusions

are not over-influenced by observations from this period. We use three methods to partition

our data into different sub-samples. First, we split the full sample in two, with one sub-

sample containing the order submissions on days with positive market returns and the other

containing submissions on days with negative returns. We then estimate the regression

model into up-market and down-market sub-samples. Second, we split the whole sample

into 12 months and estimate the regression model for selected months. Third, we split the

whole sample into daily sub-samples, with each containing order submissions within one

trading day. We then conduct a Fama–MacBeth type regression (Fama and MacBeth, 1973)

by first estimating the regression with the data for each trading day and then tabulating the

cross-sectional average for the coefficients from each daily sub-sample.

Table VII presents the estimation results of regressing Aggressive_1 on the explanatory

variables for the different sub-samples. Panel A shows the results for the up-market and

down-market sub-samples. The onset of the financial crisis occurred in 2008, so the up-

market sub-sample contains fewer observations than the down-market sub-sample.

Approximately 44% of the days in 2008 show positive market returns, with 56% showing

negative returns. Panel B gives the monthly sub-samples. To save space, we report the re-

sults for May and November as two representative months. The regressions using sub-

samples for other months are qualitatively and quantitatively similar. Panel C reports the

Fama–MacBeth regression results. Overall, regardless of the method, the regression coeffi-

cients are qualitatively similar to the regression coefficients for the entire sample shown in

Table V, with the coefficient of PG being significantly positive, the coefficient of PG2 being

significantly negative, and the coefficient of PL being significantly negative. This reinforces

the conclusion that investors’ sell order submission strategies are subject to both the dispos-

ition and the house money effects, and this is not driven by observations from one specific

period.

6.2 Alternative Measures of Potential Selling Price and Reference Price

In constructing Aggressive_1, we take the market best bid quote (Bid1) as the potential price at

which an investor can sell if she wants to execute her order without any delay. However, the
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success of this sale assumes that the order size is equal to or less than the market depth at the

best bid quote. For the overall sample, we find that 83% of orders have sizes equal to or smaller

than the market best bid depth. Therefore, for the remaining 17% of the orders, sellers must ei-

ther walk through the order book on the bid side and execute the sales at lower bid prices, or let

Table VII. Regressions for the down-market and up-market sub-samples, the November and

May observations sub-samples, and Fama–MacBeth regressions

This table presents regressions that relate Aggressive_1 to gains, the squared term of gains,

losses, and other control variables. The regression equation is as defined in Equation (3).

Panel A presents the pooled OLS regression results for the up-market sub-sample when the

daily market return is positive or zero, and for the down-market sub-sample when the daily mar-

ket return is negative. Panel B presents the pooled OLS regression results for the sub-sample

comprising data for May and November. Panel C presents the Fama–MacBeth (FM) type regres-

sion results. The FM regressions are conducted by first running OLS regressions day-by-day

and then by averaging the coefficients across trading days.

All variables are winsorized at the 5th and 95th percentile levels. The t-values are reported in

brackets below the coefficients. The robust standard errors are adjusted for clustering first by

each individual stock, and then by each trading day. ***, **, and * correspond to statistical sig-

nificance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

A: Aggressive_1

OLS regressions

B: Aggressive_1

OLS regressions

C: Aggressive_1

FM regressions

Up-market Down-market May November

PG 0.04 *** 0.04 *** 0.05 *** 0.04 *** 0.05 ***

(15.17) (14.04) (8.97) (8.80) (21.65)

PG2 �0.03 *** �0.03 *** �0.04 *** �0.03 *** �0.04 ***

(�16.43) (�17.87) (�10.63) (�8.69) (�25.09)

PL �0.01 *** �0.005 *** �0.004 *** �0.01 *** �0.001 ***

(�12.69) (�11.15) (�4.82) (�16.90) (�4.08)

SPREAD �8.25 *** �9.08 *** �11.65 *** �3.93 *** �8.46 ***

(�12.26) (�14.94) (�21.75) (�5.86) (�25.12)

ADEPTH 0.006 *** 0.006 *** 0.005 *** 0.004 *** 0.001 ***

(4.80) (4.18) (3.01) (2.95) (5.33)

BDEPTH �0.0004 0.002 0.003 �0.001 *** �0.003 ***

(�0.37) (1.75) (0.16) (�0.85) (�10.02)

MIDQUOTE �0.003 *** �0.002 *** �0.002 *** �0.004 *** �0.003 ***

(�23.46) (�21.69) (�17.67) (�11.70) (�24.19)

AMIHUD 0.50 *** 0.54 *** 0.62 *** 0.30 *** 0.45 ***

(13.88) (13.24) (7.47) (10.45) (11.02)

RISK �1.46 ** �1.34 *** �1.62 �2.19 *** �3.15 ***

(�3.31) (�3.03) (�1.58) (�3.97) (�18.42)

MOMENTUM �0.05 * �0.30 *** �0.27 *** 0.01 �0.02

(�1.79) (�12.21) (�5.54) (0.15) (�1.58)

Intercept 0.0 *** 0.01 *** 0.01 *** 0.01 *** 0.02 ***

(5.26) (6.35) (3.18) (3.35) (18.69)
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their bids be stored in the book to wait for more incoming buy orders. Investors can also choose

to withdraw their orders if they cannot be fully executed in a timely fashion.

Investors may specify that if orders cannot be executed, they must be automatically

removed from the market or stored in the ask side of the order book at the best bid quote,

and in this case the potential selling price is simply the best bid quote (Bid1). However, if

investors require their orders to walk through the book and be executed at prices inferior to

the best bid quote, then their potential selling price is the share-weighted average of the sev-

eral bid quotes covered by the orders. We therefore calculate the potential selling price as

the share-weighted average of five bid quotes as an alternative approach, using the number

of shares executed at each bid quote level as the weighting. We then adopt this alternative

selling price in calculating Aggressive_1 and the PG and PL variables.

Our empirical analyses so far assume that the share-weighted average purchase price is

the reference (purchase) price. We additionally construct three alternative purchase prices:

the initial purchase price, the most recent purchase price, and the highest purchase price.

We also use these alternative measures for the reference purchase price in re-calculating the

PG and PL measures.

Table VIII presents the empirical results when the alternative selling price (share-volume

weighted bid quotes) is used to compute Aggressive_1 with the alternative measures of ref-

erence purchase prices previously mentioned. The results are qualitatively similar to those

presented in Table V. Thus, our conclusions are robust to alternative measures of potential

selling prices and reference prices.

6.3 Effects of “Fleeting” Limit Orders

The term “fleeting” limit orders refers to “the fast submission and cancellation of limit

orders” (Hasbrouck and Saar, 2009) made with the objective of price manipulation. For ex-

ample, if a manipulator wants to buy stocks, he might first submit many sell orders at

Ask1. Other investors may interpret this as negative stock information, and may also try to

sell. The manipulator avoids his sell orders being executed by canceling (or withdrawing)

the orders within a very short time (usually 2–3 s, according to Hasbrouck and Saar, 2009),

and then resubmitting them. These unexecuted sell orders may still put downward pressure

on the stock price. The manipulator then cancels all of his sell orders and buys from the

other side of the market. Thus, the concept of “fleeting orders” is an alternative influence

on order aggressiveness. However, “fleeting orders” are less of a concern, as there were no

algorithmic or high-frequency traders in the Shanghai market in 2008, and in our sample,

less than 0.1% of orders submitted are withdrawn within 5 s. When we remove these

orders, the results remain quantitatively and qualitatively similar.

6.4 Evidence from Samples Comprising Stocks that can be Sold Short

The dataset being analyzed so far are obtained from the SSE and during the year of 2008,

when the short-sale is prohibited in the Chinese stock market China officially introduced

short-sale into its stock market around April 2010. Since then, CSRC has maintained an ad-

justable list of stocks eligible for short-sales. We are unable to expand the dataset obtained

from SSE to after 2010. To examine whether the short-sale restriction affects our main re-

sults, we obtain account-level data from a year after 2010, when the short-sale is allowed in

China, and repeat our analyses before.

We obtain account-level order submission and equity holding data from a leading

web-based trading platform in China. Starting from 2013, the growing popularity of
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e-commerce in China made it convenient for software companies to develop web-based

trading platforms for investors. We obtain the complete records of order submission, order

execution, and end-of-day equity holding data for roughly 97,119 accounts from a national

web-based trading platform. The data sample covers a period of 13 months from July 2014

to July 2015, when stocks short-sales are permitted in China. The data structure are very

similar to the structure of datasets in the SSE. We purchase intraday stock COLOB snap-

shot data (on average per 3 s) from WIND data Inc. We then match each submitted order

with the most recent COLOB, and perform similar analyses, calculating the order

Table VIII. Order aggressiveness and explanatory variables: alternative potential selling prices

and reference prices

This table presents regressions that relate Aggressive_1 to gains, the squared term of gains,

losses, and other control variables. The potential selling price is defined as the share-weighted

average of five bid quotes. The reference price is defined as the initial purchase price, the most

recent purchase price, the highest purchase price, and the share-weighted average purchase

price, respectively. The regression equation is as defined in Equation (3).

All variables are winsorized at the 5th and 95th percentile levels. The t-values are reported in

brackets below the coefficients. The robust standard errors are adjusted for clustering first by

each individual stock, and then by each trading day. ***, **, and * correspond to statistical sig-

nificance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Aggressive_1 OLS regressions

Initial

purchase

price

Highest

purchase

price

Most recent

purchase price

Average

purchase price

PG 0.04 *** 0.04 *** 0.02 *** 0.04 ***

(17.96) (17.39) (10.81) (18.00)

PG2 �0.03 *** �0.04 *** �0.02 *** �0.03 ***

(�19.92) (�20.00) (�17.00) (�20.79)

PL �0.004 *** �0.004 *** �0.01 *** �0.005 ***

(�19.05) (�18.83) (�10.54) (�15.23)

SPREAD �8.62 *** �8.68 *** �9.05 *** �8.63 ***

(�15.59) (�15.73) (�16.44) (�15.54)

ADEPTH 0.006 ** 0.006 ** 0.006 ** 0.006 **

(4.78) (4.77) (4.66) (4.63)

BDEPTH 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

(0.96) (0.95) (0.86) (0.81)

MIDQUOTE �0.003 *** �0.003 *** �0.002 *** �0.003 ***

(�26.15) (�25.69) (�23.36) (�25.47)

AMIHUD 0.52 *** 0.52 *** 0.53 *** 0.52 ***

(15.44) (15.44) (15.42) (15.27)

RISK �1.44 *** �1.38 *** �1.19 *** �1.27 ***

(�4.21) (�4.03) (�3.45) (�3.68)

MOMENTUM �0.17 *** �0.17 *** �0.18 *** �0.20 ***

(�7.31) (�7.23) (�8.35) (�8.27)

Intercept 0.01 *** 0.01 *** �0.01 *** 0.01 ***

(7.63) (7.64) (�5.82) (6.81)
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Table IX. Order aggressiveness and explanatory variables during an alternative sample period

when short-sale is allowed

This table presents regressions that relate Aggressive_1 to gains, the squared term of gains,

losses, and other control variables. The potential selling price is defined as the highest bid

quote. The reference price is defined as the share-weighted average purchase price, respect-

ively. The time period in this table is from July 2014 to July 2015. The data sample comprises of

nearly 200,000 accounts from a national web-based trading platform in China. We limit our data

sample to Shanghai stocks only.

Panel A presents summary statistics for the aggressiveness measure and other control vari-

ables. Two control variables related to the short-sale activities include the ratio of market value

of outstanding borrowed shares to the market capitalization of all tradable shares for each stock

(SHORT), and the stock’s average increasing rate of the outstanding borrowed stock value for

the previous 30 days (S_RATE). All variables are winsorized at the 5th and 95th percentile lev-

els. Panel B presents the results from pooled regressions. The regression equation is as defined

in Equation (3). Column 1 uses the whole data sample with the same control variables as in

Equation (3). Columns 2 and 3 use the whole dataset, while including the two short-sale-related

variables (SHORT and S_RATE), respectively. Column 4 only comprises the stocks that are eli-

gible for short-sales, whereas Column 5 only comprises stocks not eligible for short-sales.

The t-values are reported in brackets below the coefficients. The robust standard errors are ad-

justed for clustering first by each individual account, and then by each trading day. ***, **, and

* correspond to statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Panel A: Summary statistics

Mean Median Std Min Max

Aggressive_1 �0.03 0.00 0.09 �0.86 0.20

PG (in yuan) 0.63 0.10 1.15 0.00 10.27

PL (in yuan) 0.42 0.00 1.05 0.00 12.73

SPREAD (%) 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.02 0.64

ADEPTH (in million yuan) 0.99 0.35 1.49 0.01 2.35

BDEPTH (in million yuan) 1.03 0.32 3.74 0.01 21.26

MIDQUOTE 17.75 14.36 11.62 2.99 74.03

RISK 0.003 0.002 0.002 0.0001 0.013

AMIHUD 0.001 0.0004 0.003 0.00003 0.11

MOMENTUM 0.002 0 0.017 �0.082 0.122

SHORT 0.01 0.005 0.01 0 0.07

S_RATE 0.03 0.01 0.05 �0.06 1.51

Panel B: Pooled regressions

1 2 3 4 5

PG 0.02 *** 0.02 *** 0.02 *** 0.02 *** 0.03 ***

(14.61) (14.70) (14.60) (10.54) (12.30)

PG2 �0.01 *** �0.01 *** �0.01 *** �0.01 *** �0.01 ***

(�6.07) (�6.15) (�6.06) (�4.37) (�8.93)

PL �0.01 *** �0.01 *** �0.01 *** �0.01 *** �0.02 ***

(�20.99) (�20.80) (�20.94) (�17.29) (�13.23)

SPREAD �8.61 *** �8.59 *** �8.62 *** �6.18 *** �15.11 ***

(continued)
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aggressiveness measures, prior gains/losses measure, and other control variables. Panel A of

Table IX presents summary statistics of these variables. We can see that, Aggressive_1 is on

average negative, which is consistent with the statistics in year 2008. PG and PL are more

balanced relative to their counterparts in 2008, probably because the overall stock market

was increasing from 2014 to 2015, while decreasing in 2008. This is also evidenced by the

fact that the largest bid depth is nearly ten times of the ask depth, showing that more buy

volume are await in the market. We also add two variables directly related to the short sell

activities, namely, the ratio of market value of outstanding shorted shares to the market

capitalization of tradable shares (SHORT), and the average increasing rate of the shorted

stock value for the previous 30 days (S_RATE). Both variables measure the extent to which

people borrow stocks (to sell).

Table IX presents the empirical results of relating order aggressiveness measure to prior

gains/losses measures. Similar to our results in Table V, we find the order aggressiveness

measures show a quadratic relation with respect to prior gains, and a negative relation with

prior losses. This effect remains unchanged even we divide the whole dataset into only

stocks that can be sold short and stocks that cannot be sold short. The coefficients on

S_RATE are significantly positive, showing that investors tend to submit more aggressive

orders for stocks that have increasingly shares being borrowed (for sold short). However,

adding the short-sale-related variables do not change our main results from Table V

qualitatively.

Table IX. Continued

Panel B: Pooled regressions

1 2 3 4 5

(�30.48) (�30.42) (�30.63) (�18.41) (�39.36)

ADEPTH 0.001 ** 0.001 ** �0.001 0.001 ** 0.002 **

(24.88) (24.71) (24.90) (23.66) (15.31)

BDEPTH �0.0003 ** �0.0003 �0.003 *** �0.0003 ** 0.00003 **

(�4.88) (�5.01) (�4.88) (�4.43) (0.03)

MIDQUOTE 0.05 *** 0.05 *** 0.05 *** 0.05 *** 0.08 ***

(29.02) (�28.93) (28.64) (23.46) (33.59)

AMIHUD �0.09 ** �0.09 ** �0.10 ** �0.10 * �0.14 **

(�2.20) (�1.98) (�2.23) (�1.76) (�2.47)

S_RATE 0.01 ***

(6.19)

SHORT �0.005

(�0.30)

RISK �0.01 ** �0.01 * �0.01 *** �0.01 ** �0.01 **

(�39.29) (�39.32) (�39.43) (�36.93) (�24.39)

MOMENTUM �0.44 * �0.44 *** �0.44 *** �0.44 * �0.44 *

(�47.95) (�47.91) (�47.97) (�43.75) (�29.79)

Intercept �0.18 *** �0.18 *** �0.18 *** �0.18 *** �0.22 ***

(�39.16) (�39.15) (�39.07) (�35.65) (�39.19)
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7. Conclusion

This study makes use of a unique database provided by the SSE to examine how prior in-

vestment outcomes affect the aggressiveness of order submission strategies. Our finding is

in general consistent with the prospect theory in that prior investment outcomes can affect

order aggressiveness. In line with the disposition effect, we do find that investors are more

aggressive in submitting sell orders for a stock that experiences gains and less aggressive in

submitting sell orders for stocks with losses, and the results are economically significant.

We further analyze the relationship between the size of gains/losses and several order

aggressiveness measures. Although the relationship between sell order aggressiveness and

losses is significantly negative, the relationship between sell order aggressiveness and gains

is quadratic, as the order aggressiveness first increases with gains, but then declines after

the gains reach a certain level. The results apply to both individual investors and institu-

tional investors, and are robust to various regression analyses. Our evidence is consistent

with the co-existence of the disposition effect and the house money effect, and indicates

that behavioral biases can affect investors’ liquidity provision decisions. The study also sug-

gests that future theoretical models may incorporate behavioral biases when modeling

order submission strategies.
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